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KG reasoning with query: (LeBron, lives_in, ?)

Comprehensive Experiments

Applications: QA / Recommendation

Graph Neural Network-based methods for KG reasoning
p propagate the message with the graph structure
p update entity representation at each propagation step

The Propagation Path
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' as the sets of involved entities
p in each propagation step for query 𝑒*, 𝑟*, ?

Problems when 𝑳 is large
p Full propagation: large memory cost & over-smoothing
p Constrained propagation: extremely high inference cost
p Progressive propagation: exponentially increased nodes

Method: adaptively sample semantically 
relevant entities during propagation

TL;DR: An important design component of GNN-based KG reasoning methods is called the 
propagation path, which contains a set of involved entities in each propagation step. Existing 
methods use hand-designed propagation paths, ignoring the correlation between the entities and 
the query relation. In addition, the number of involved entities will explosively grow at larger 
propagation steps. In this work, we are motivated to learn an adaptive propagation path in order to 
filter out irrelevant entities while preserving promising targets. 

Problem & Challenges

Problem formulation: Reduce the size
of propagation path through sampling

Two challenges of the sampling strategy 𝑺 ⋅
p the target answer 𝑒+ is unknown given 𝑒*, 𝑟*, ?
p semantic dependency is complex

Existing sampling approaches are not applicable
p no target preserving
p no relation consideration
p no direct supervision

p Incremental sampling with only linear complexity

p Details in each step: Candidate generation and sampling

Design1: Connection-preserving Incremental Sampling

Design2: Learning-based and Sematic-aware Distribution

p Key idea: Preserve the previous entities
& sample from the newly visited ones

p Key idea: Introduce a parameterized distribution
& borrow knowledge from the GNN

Parameterized sampling distribution:
p Sharing the knowledge in GNN representations 𝒉%ℓ
p Adaptive based on the learnable parameters 𝜽ℓ

Learning strategy:
p Gumbel-trick to enable backward propagation on hard samples.
p Sampling: get top-K based on gumbel-logits
𝐺% ≔ 𝑔 𝒉%ℓ; 𝜽ℓ − log − log𝑈% with 𝑈% ∼ Uniform(0,1) for the candidate entities

p Enable backpropagation: straight-through estimation
𝒉%ℓ = 1 − no_grad 𝑝ℓ(𝑒) + 𝑝ℓ(𝑒) ⋅ 𝒉%ℓ for the selected entities

p Evaluation with transductive settings

p Evaluation with inductive settings

p Heatmaps of relation type ratios 
in the propagation path

p Exemplar propagation paths 
on FB15k237-v1 dataset

connection-preservingsemantic-aware

An overall comparison with
existing propagation schemes

Paper Code

Adaprop achieves smaller complexity, deeper steps and query-dependent.
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